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Vocabulary
BINGO

Vocabulary for Weasel
rouse [verb]

1. To arouse from slumber: awaken, stir, wake up
2. To excite, as to anger or action
page 2 - Duffy and Winston were fully roused by then and began barking wildly.
Which definition of roused (1 or 2) is used in this sentence from Weasel?


beckon [verb]

1. To signal or summon, as by nodding or waving; gesture, sign, motion
2. To attract because of an inviting or enticing appearance
page 6 - Again, no answer, just the beckoning hand.


dignify [verb] - grant worth or honor upon; exalt; grace; distinguish; honor
dignified [adjective] - marked by dignity, stately manner, distinguished, honorable, exalted, stately,
noble, grand, regal
Page 13 - With the hat and the way he sat so straight and looked so serious, he was pretty near as
dignified as Mr. Jackson himself.


molt [verb] - To shed periodically part or all of a coat or an outer covering, such as feathers, cuticle, or
skin, which is then replaced by a new growth.
Page 16 - You know how when a weasel is halfway into its molt, it show part of its white winter coat and
part of it brown summer coat?


fester [verb/noun] - a sore that has become inflamed and formed pus
Page 22 - If we can heal the festering around the wound, Pa will be well again.
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Vocabulary Practice 1
rouse
1. To arouse from slumber
2. To excite, as to anger or action
page 2 - Duffy and Winston were fully roused by then and began barking wildly.
Which definition of roused (1 or 2) is used in this sentence from Weasel?
beckon
1. To signal or summon, as by nodding or waving.
2. To attract because of an inviting or enticing appearance
page 6 - Again, no answer, just the beckoning hand.
Which definition of beckoned (1 or 2) is used in this sentence from Weasel?
Practice
1. If the word describes beckon, place it under the word beckon, and if the word describes
rouse write it under the word rouse.
stir up

summon

revive

wake up

gesture

motion

awaken

sign

wave

provoke

rouse

beckon

___________________ ___________________
___________________ ___________________
___________________ ___________________
___________________ ___________________
___________________ ___________________

2. Which of the following does NOT describe beckoning?
a) a man waving at the hot dog vendor at the baseball game
b) the beautiful window store decorations calling the women to come inside to shop
c) the hummingbird's attraction to the bright red flowers
d) raking leaves instead of going to the football game
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3. What does the word rouse mean in the following sentence?
The alarm clock roused the sleepy boy.
a) To awake from slumber
b) To excite, as to anger or action
4. Write a sentence using the word beckon.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
5. Write a sentence using the word rouse.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Weasel ~ Chapters 1-2
1. Molly and Nathan were startled late one night by _________________.
a) thunder
b) the dogs barking
c) a knock on the door
d) Pa coming home
2. Describe the stranger.
a) dressed in city clothes, pot belly, droopy mustache
b) sly looking, dressed in buckskins with long fringe
c) dressed in animal skins, long tangled hair, dark beard and eyes
3. When the stranger wanted Nathan and Molly to follow him, he _______________.
a) showed them their mother's locket
b) told them their Pa was in trouble
c) wrote them a note
4. What happened to Mama?
a) Mama fell into the river and drown.
b) Mama cut her leg chopping wood and couldn't get out of bed.
c) Mama went back East to help her sister.
d) Mama died of the fever.
5. What happened to Pa?
a) Papa went to the barn raising and fell off the roof.
b) Pa went hunting six days earlier and hadn't returned.
c) Pa cut his hand on the rusty nail, and was sick with a fever.
6. What was unusual about the stranger?
a) The stranger whistled when he spoke.
b) The stranger wouldn't speak, just used hand motions.
c) The stranger rode up to the cabin on a mule instead of a horse.
d) The stranger had a deep cut on his arm.
7. Molly took _______________ with her as she packed for her journey.
a) Nathan's hunting knife
b) her doll
c) her journal
d) Mama's medicine bag
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8. _____________ went with Molly and Nathan.
a) Duffy and Winston, the two dogs,
b) Mama
c) Heather, their cousin,
d) Meg, the cat,
9. Read this passage from Weasel.
Again, no answer, just the beckoning hand. Molly looked at me and shrugged. "Why won't he talk to
us?" she whispered.
This passage implies the stranger _____________.
a) is unable to talk
b) is in a hurry
c) wants to talk later
d) is rude
10. Which sequence best describes the order of events in Chapters 1-2?
a) Molly and Nathan pack food and warm clothes.
b) Papa goes hunting.
c) A knock comes late one night.
d) Nathan and Molly take care of the animals.
a) a, b, c, d
b) b, a, c, d
c) b, c, a, d
d) b, d, c, a
11. The conflict in this story is mostly the result of which event:
a) Duffy and Winston are startled by the knock on the door late one night.
b) The stranger has Mama's locket.
c) Mama died of fever.
d) Pa has not returned from a hunting trip.
12. Cynthia DeFelice has decided to write Weasel from which point of view?
a) first
b) second
c) third
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Analogies
Read each sentence. Determine the meaning of
the bold word. Next look at the analogy below the
sentence. Decide how the first two words are
related. In this exercise the first two words will be
either antonyms (opposites) or synonyms (words
with similar meanings). Next choose a word from
the word box to complete each analogy. If the
first two words are antonyms you will look in the
word box for an antonym of the bold word.
Likewise, if the first two words are synonyms you
will look for a synonym of the bold word in the
word box.

loudly

perfect

clumsily

support

weird

looked

dull

crazily

cool

not many

lengthy

unusual

nodding

nastiest

light

Example: The dogs were dozing in their usual places by the fire with the knock came.
find : locate :: dozing : _____nodding________
1. Duffy and Winston were fully roused by then and began barking wildly.
think : believe :: wildly : ______________________
2. I opened the door a few inches and peered into the darkness.
important : essential :: peered : ______________________
3. A man stood in the shadows, back a ways from the cabin.
perish : survive :: shadows : ______________________
4. He was dressed like no white man I had ever seen, in tattered clothing and what looked like
animal skins.
above : below :: tattered : ______________________
5. The dogs stopped barking and stood quietly, staring at the stranger.
quiet : loud :: quietly : ______________________
6. It gleamed, shiny and golden.
wealthy : poor :: gleamed : _______________________
7. My voice seemed strange to me.
vanish : disappear :: strange : ______________________
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8. The hours had turned into days, long days filled with listening and looking for Pa.
fancy : elegant :: long : ______________________
9. That was the worst part.
elude : avoid :: worst : ______________________
10.The man held the cup awkwardly with two hands and gulped.
old : aged :: awkwardly : ______________________
11.But we didn't really believe it, and after a few days we ran out of things to say.
construct : build :: few : _______________________
12.He was strange . . . but I had a feeling about him.
live : exist :: strange : ______________________
13.I'll get us some warm clothes.
patient : anxious :: warm : ______________________
14.I thought about how she had clung to the dogs the last few days for comfort.
confirm : verify :: comfort : ______________________
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English Lesson 1 – Plural Rules
A noun is a word that names a person, place, thing, or idea. A singular noun names only one person,
place, thing, or idea.





one
one
one
one

boy
forest
apple
piece

A plural noun names two or more people, places, things, or ideas.





some boys
six forests
two apples
many pieces

What do you notice about each of the words in the plural list above?
Practice - In each blank write S if the noun is singular, or write P if the noun is plural.
1. flowers ____________

5. stranger ____________

2. dogs ____________

6. leather pouch ____________

3. cabin ____________

7. palms ____________

4. moccasins ____________

8. beard ____________

Are the bold words in the following sentences singular or plural? Write the P above each bold word
that is plural, or write S above each bold word that is singular.
9. The dogs were dozing in their usual places by the fire when the knock came.
10.They jumped at the cabin door, sniffing and whining.
11.I opened the door a few inches and peered into the darkness.
12.A man stood in the shadows, back a ways from the cabin.
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Over the next four lessons you will learn eight rules for forming the plural forms of nouns. In this
lesson we will practice with Rules 1 and 2.
Rule 1 - To form the plural of most nouns you simply add an s to the end of the noun.
Singular

Plural

hair

hairs

trap

traps

door

doors

girl

girls

Rule 2 - If the noun ends in sh, ch, x, s, or z add es to make it plural.
Singular

Plural

brush

brushes

lunch

lunches

fox

foxes

success

successes

buzz

buzzes

Practice - Write the plural form in the blank after each word.
13.supper

________________

21.wish

________________

14.hoax

________________

22.fire

________________

15.bag

________________

23.comfort

________________

16.stew

________________

24.dish

________________

17.dog

________________

25.box

________________

18.bench

________________

26.farm

________________

19.home

________________

27.glass

________________

20.locket

________________

28.animal

________________

29.Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
a) I thought about how she had clung to the doges the last few daies for comfort.
b) I poured cupes of strong herb teas.
c) He held the cup awkwardly with two hands and gulped.
d) We sat on benchs in our cabin to eat supper.
30.Choose the sentence that is NOT written correctly.
a) Mama kept herbs in her medicine bag.
b) I warmed water in several kettles over the fire.
c) The darkened cabines were hard to see at night.
d) Mama had two lockets, but only one was special.
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Weasel
Chapters 1-2
₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪
The setting for Weasel is Ohio in 1839. Use a map of the United States to locate Ohio.
Using this website answer the following questions about Ohio,
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/usa/states/ohio/
1. What physical features does Ohio have?
2. When did Ohio become a state?
Using this website answer the following questions about Ohio,
http://www.ohiohistorycentral.org/entry.php?rec=1579
3. What was the population of Ohio in 1839?
4. How did the settlers make a living in Ohio in 1839?
5. How did Johnny Appleseed affect Ohio?

₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪₪
What is a weasel?
A weasel is a small mammal that grows six to
fourth inches long. Their coat is light brown with a
white belly. They have long slender bodies which
help them follow their prey into their burrows.
Weasels like to eat small animals such as poultry
and rabbits.
In US culture the term weasel refers to a tricky,
scheming, underhanded person.
Which meaning of the word weasel do you think Cynthia DeFelice had in mind when she wrote the
book Weasel?
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Answer Keys
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Vocabulary
Vocabulary Practice 1
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

rouse

beckon

stir up

summon

revive

gesture

wake up

motion

awaken

sign

provoke

wave

d
a
Answers will vary.
Answers will vary.
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Comprehension Quizzes
Chapters 1-2
1. (c)
2. (c)
3. (a)
4. (d)
5. (b)
6. (b)
7. (d)
8. (a)
9. (a)
10. (d)
11. (d)
12. (c)
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Skill Pages
Analogies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

crazily
looked
light
perfect
loudly
dull
unusual or weird
lengthy
nastiest
clumsily
not many
weird or unusual
cool
support
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English Lessons
Plurals Lesson 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

plural
plural
singular
plural
singular
singular
plural
singular
The dogs (P) were dozing in their
usual places (P) by the fire (S)
when the knock (S) came.
10. They jumped at the cabin door (S),
sniffing and whining.
11. I opened the door a few inches (P)
and peered into the darkness (S).
12. A man stood in the shadows (P),
back a ways from the cabin (S).
13. suppers
14. hoaxes
15. bags
16. stews
17. dogs
18. benches
19. homes
20. lockets
21. wishes
22. fires
23. comforts
24. dishes
25. boxes
26. farms
27. glasses
28. animals
29. c
30. c
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If you like this unit, you might also like some on the following book units found at Teachers Pay Teachers:
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